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This team may be my biggest sleeper of the season. People are excited for Florida but I’m not 
sure how excited. For me, there may need to be some other pieces that fall in their favor but if 
this team makes it to the Eastern Conference Finals, AND the Stanley Cup, we will be ready. 
Over the last few years this team has put together, in my opinion, some of the best amount of talent 
through the draft. Since 2011 the Panthers have been stockpiling top draft talent but have never been 

able to make that serious leap as a contender. They handed the Islanders their first playoff series win in 
over 20 years and every year they have high hopes and continue to fall short. That will change this year. I 
was disappointed that Florida decided to trade Nick Bjugstad last year to Pitt for Derick Brassard because 

you knew at that time they were just going to in turn flip Brassard again. I love this team and the way 
they’ve been able to keep the majority of their core together over the years. Aleksander Barkov had the 
career year last year Florida has been waiting for. Barkov was able to play a full season and post up 35 
goals and 61 assists leading the team with 96 points. Barkov finished at a -3 on the year on a team that 

finished in a -13 goal differential. That will change this year. I expect Barkov to be more productive on the 
ice while the rest of the team behind him improves. There’s only one other person on this team that I love 
more than Barkov and that’s Johnathan Huberdeau. Huberdeau has been the talk of some trade rumors 
over the years and thank God Florida was smart enough to hold onto him.Another 90 point season for 

Florida last year had Huberdeau scoring 30 goals for the first time in his career as well. Evgeni Dadonov 
is the silent piece on this team. Dadonov, who may be 30 years old, has put together back to back 28 
goal seasons since coming back from the KHL. Since losing to the Islanders in the first round of the 

playoffs in 2015-16, Florida has struggled with mediocrity and they have not made the playoffs since. A lot 
of their struggles have been their defense and goaltending. Last season Florida finished 28th in goals 

against in the league, 18th, and 20th the years before that. Making it to the playoffs when you struggle to 
keep the puck out of the net isn’t viable. This year however will be different. The Panthers went out and 

signed Vezina trophy winner Segei Bobrovsky to a seven year deal after Roberto Luongo retired. There is 
never any disrespect towards Lu. He will be a hall of fame goalie one day and is one of the most 

respected goalies to have ever played the game. Lu could just never get it done and because of his 



name, he kept getting his opportunities regardless of his age. That era is over. This is the new era Florida 
Panthers and boy am I fucking excited. With Bob in net for Florida, Joel Quennville behind the bench, and 
a stronger defense with Keith Yandle (who has still shown he can play), Anton Stralman, Aaron Ekblad, 

and Mike Matheson as their top four, THIS. TEAM. IS. GOING. TO. MAKE. SOME. NOISE. So here’s my 
predictions. The biggest roadblock for this team is their division. When you’re in a division with Toronto, 

Tampa Bay, Boston, Montreal, Detroit, and Ottawa, and Buffalo, things can get tough. I look at their 
record last year and see they missed the playoffs by over 10 points. Florida’s goaltending had a combined 
14 games lost in Overtime or shootouts. Fourteen. How many games did Bobrovsky lose in overtime or a 
shoot out last season? One. Fourteen total points were left on the table for Florida last season because of 

their overtime and shootout play in net. Bobrovsky won more games with Columbus than Luongo and 
Reimer did combined for Florida. With the addition in net, and the additions on the back end, this team 
won’t be fighting just for a wildcard spot, they will be fighting for a division spot. Tampa Bay should be 

able to take the division again and I believe Toronto is a lock for the second spot leaving Florida to finish 
third ahead of BOTH Boston and Montreeal. I am disappointed in this because the last thing I want to see 

and why I hate this playoff format is we’ll be getting a Toronto/Florida first round matchup. I do believe 
however, whoever does win this first round series will be the team that makes it to the cup from the East. 

The Florida Panthers are very close to becoming a true year after year contender for the Cup in my 
opinion. I think the trade deadline will play a big role in their leap this year from being that 3rd place in the 

division team to making it to the Eastern Conference Finals or the Cup. Florida should be big buyers at 
the deadline and  they should look to add a 3rd or 4th liner at a cheap cost while looking to make a big 

splash with a top defensemen who is available. The Kings should be long out of the playoffs this year and 
looking to move pieces like I mentioned in other articles. FLorida should look to target guys like Trevor 
Lewis or Kyle Clifford, or bring Derick Brassard back from the Islanders. There are a lot of pieces out 
there for Florida to go after and who knows, if they’re looking for a blockbuster, maybe Ryan Nunget 

Hopkins name gets tossed around. I think more importantly for Florida would be adding a piece on the 
back end. A lot of the big name defensemen who will be free agents this year are tied to teams that will be 
competing for a cup themselves but guys like Michael Del Zotto, ERick Gustaffson, Jonathan Ericsson, or 

Mike Green may be a target for them. Personally what I see is that teams like Calgary and New Jersey 
who people expect big things from, realistically wont be in the mix of the playoffs this year and the 

Panthers could try and go after a guy like Travos Hamonic (if wes willing to leave Canada), or Andy 
Greene/Sami Vatanen from the Devils. I am VERY excited for this team this year so here will be my plays 

for Florida: 
 

Plays:   Florida Panthers over 95.5- 1 unit 
Florida Panthers to win the cup +2300: .5 unit 
Florida Panthers to win the East: +900: .25 unit 
Aleksander Barkov over 89.5 points: 1 unit 
Aleksander Barkov win MVP (Hart Trophy): (+6000): 1 unit 
Aleksander Barkov win Lady Byng Trophy +470: .5 uni 
Florida Panthers Team Leading Scorer: Aleksander Barkov (+100): 1 unit 
Atlantic Division Leading Scorer Aleksander Barkov +1400: .4 unit 
Sergei Bobrovsky Vezina Trophy Winner +1200: .5 unit 


